Abstract
Introduction
Single image matting is a problem that has been extensively studied in computer vision and graphics. The goal is to segment a foreground object from the background, where each foreground pixel is assigned a value between [0, 1] . Virtually all image matting techniques assume that the input image is free of notable compression artifacts. This assumption, however, is no longer valid as image editing is becoming a common tool for everyday users who now wish to edit internet images, web albums, and photos captured from cell phone cameras. The vast majority of these images are encoded using JPEG compression that exhibits compression artifacts that adversely affect the quality of the extracted alpha matte. Figure 1 demonstrates how various levels of JPEG compression (expressed as quality levels) affect the performance of several state-of-the-art matting methods. 1 The 1-12 quality scale is common for photo editing software (e.g. Photoshop), however, other schemes use a finer scale from 0-100. Figure 1 . The RMSE of alpha mattes extracted from several stateof-the-art methods are plotted for different JPEG compression qualities (1 = lowest; 12 = highest) 1 . Compared to the RMSE of the pixel values, the RMSE of the corresponding alpha mattes increases dramatically as the compression ratio increases.
Note that the root mean square error (RMSE) of the alpha mattes suffers worse than the RMSE of the compressed image itself. Even "high quality" JPEG images (e.g quality 9 2 ), which represent common compression level used on camera phones and social media sites, have subtle artifacts that can adversely affect the resulting alpha mattes.
The contribution of this paper is to propose a learningbased post-processing method for improving alpha mattes in the face of JPEG compression artifacts. Specifically, we propose a technique that learns a set of sparse dictionaries to transfer high-quality details to low-quality alpha mattes extracted from compressed images. Because matting boundaries are far more complicated than natural image boundaries, our methods uses three different dictionaries (i.e. long hair, short hair, and sharp boundaries) for various types of object structure and selects the best one locally about the object's boundary. While our approach cannot compete with mattes extracted from uncompressed input images, it is useful in improving the quality of alpha mattes over the state-of-the-art in the likely event that the input images have been compressed. We tested our approach extensively on a variety of inputs and compression levels which demonstrates superior remedy results over state-of-the-art matting algorithms in comparisons with their initial corrupted alpha mattes.
Related Work
Works related to JPEG compression, image matting, and image super resolution are discussed. Since each of these represent well-studied areas on their own, only relevant and representative works are discussed.
JPEG compression
The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) compression standard developed over two decades ago is the most widely adopted image compression method to date (for further details see [25] ). Because JPEG is lossy, the uncompressed image contains errors that are in the form of frequency domain ringing and blocking artifacts that are collectively referred to as compression artifacts. For natural images it is often difficult to perceptually see these errors even for images with medium compression qualities around 5-7. While the compressed images may be perceptually acceptable, the resulting compression artifacts are well known to adversely affect low-level image processing routines. As shown in Figure 1 , image matting is no exception.
There are several post-processing methods (e.g. [28, 1, 2, 6] ) aimed at reducing JPEG artifacts. These approaches target low-quality compressed images and perform various types of filtering to reduce blocking and ringing artifacts. While such approaches can improve the visual quality of the input image, they tend to smooth out high frequency details. As shown in our results, we achieve better results than deblocking applied either as pre-processing to the input image or as post-processing to the alpha matte.
Image matting Image matting approaches (for a nice overview see [26] ) can be roughly classified into two categories: affinity-based methods and sampling-based methods. Affinity-based methods (e.g. [19, 12, 11, 3] ) estimated alpha values for the unknown region by propagating the known alpha values in accordance with the pixel affinities. Affinity-based approaches propagate alpha values well in uncompressed and maximum-quality JPEG images (e.g. quality level 12). However, these methods fail to effectively propagate the alpha values across block artifacts when an image is compressed. Sampling-based methods (e.g. [4, 27, 7, 8] ) estimate alpha mattes by sampling the foreground and background color. For each pixel with an unassigned alpha value, these approaches find the most plausible pair of the foreground and the background pixels around it and solve the matting compositing equation with the sampled color pairs. As with affinity-based methods, sample-based methods are adversely affected by the ringing artifacts and quantization across different blocks. For both approaches, obtaining mattes with detailed structure is difficult due to the blurring effect introduced by the DCT quantization.
Learning-based super resolution Our work is closely related to learning-based image super resolution (SR) methods (for a nice overview see [20] ). These approaches use a training-set to learn the relationship between highresolution image patches and their corresponding downsampled (i.e. low-resolution) image patches [29, 9] . These learning-based super resolution methods can be applied to first to enhance a JPEG image. However, we found that these tend to produce smoothed results. This is often because these methods first apply a smoothing to the input image to reduce ringing and blocking artifacts (e.g. as done in Kwon et al. [9] ) which can remove high-frequency information before the matting is applied. Moreover, these approaches target natural images. Our work, however, directly operates on alpha mattes instead of pixel intensity. Since matte boundaries are more complicated than natural image boundaries (e.g. mostly sharp boundaries), we find it necessary to learn different dictionary for different boundary structures. As a result, our methods requires an additional step to select the correct dictionary to use in a local manner.
Matting for JPEG images
As previously discussed, we adopt a learning-based approach used in single image super-resolution for our matting problem. Our input is a low-quality alpha matte extracted from conventional matting algorithms, e.g. [12, 8, 3, 30] . Our goal is to estimate a high-quality alpha matte by transferring details via a dictionary learned from highquality and low-quality alpha matte patch pairs.
In the following, we denote y be the input low-quality alpha matte, x be the output high-quality alpha matte.
Problem definition and overview
Following the work from [29] , we assume the alpha matte within each 8 × 8 block can be sparsely represented as a linear combination of a set of basis functions:
where φ ∈ R k is a vector of sparse coefficients, e.g. φ 0 k, and D l is a dictionary containing basis functions learned from low-quality alpha mattes extracted from JPEG compressed images.
In a similar context, we define the high-quality alpha matte patch as:
where D h is a dictionary learned from high-quality alpha mattes extracted from images without any compression. The two dictionaries, D l and D h , are co-trained using a set of alpha matte pairs. Where each pair contains an alpha matte extracted from the high-quality input image (either uncompressed or compressed at a high-quality, e.g. JPEG quality 12) and the alpha matte extracted from the same image with lower-quality compression, e.g. JPEG quality 7. Consequently, D l and D h have one-to-one correspondences and share the same sparse coefficients φ. Hence, for a given low-quality alpha matte input, we can first estimate the sparse coefficients φ and then replace the low-quality dictionary D l with the high-quality dictionary D h to reconstruct a high-quality matte.
Joint dictionary training
Sparse coding is used to learn the dictionary as follows:
where D c is the target dictionary with l 2 -norm to measure the fidelity to represent training data X c , Z is the linear combination coefficients with l 1 -norm to enforce sparsity, and λ is the parameter to balance the two terms.
In our case, we follow [29] to substitute:
where X h = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is the set of high-quality 8 × 8 alpha mattes and Y l = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n } is the set of the corresponding low-quality 8×8 alpha mattes. Since the size of the high-and low-quality alpha matte pairs are the same,
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we can use the same normalization factor to learn D l and D h . Thus, we have:
Equation (5) can be minimized using an iterative scheme that minimizes D c and Z alternatively. For details see [15, 14, 10, 29] . Training images are grouped into three categories that best describe their object boundaries: long hair, short hair, and sharp boundary. Figure 2 shows examples of the trained dictionaries.
Matte reconstruction from dictionary
Our next step is to reconstruct a high-quality alpha matte given a low-quality alpha matte input. For each 8 × 8 block in the input alpha matte, we estimate the sparse coefficients by minimizing:
where D l is the dictionary learned from Equation (5). Equation (6) is solved using linear regression regularized with l 1 -norm on the coefficients [23] .
In order to guarantee compatibility between neighboring blocks, we follow [29] and use an overlapping window in the reconstructed high-quality alpha matte to constrain the coefficients estimation in Equation (6) . This is formulated as:
where P is a matrix that extracts the overlapping region between the current patch and the previous patches, and w is the alpha values of the previously reconstructed alpha mattes in the overlapping areas. Figure 3 shows the comparisons with and without the neighborhood compatibility constraint. 
Implementation: dictionary selection
As previously mentioned, we found that using a single dictionary learned from generic images did not produce the best quality results. We instead trained three separate dictionaries to adopt to different structures on the object's boundary. In the following, we describe how to select the optimal dictionary for different boundary structures.
A reconstruction constraint is used to select the optimal dictionary for each 8 × 8 block as follows. First, a highquality alpha matte is first reconstructed using all three dictionaries individually. The foreground and background colors are then estimated within each 8 × 8 block using a color smoothness assumption [12] . This allows us to reconstruct a high-quality image patch using the matting composite equation [16] . The reconstructed image patches are then compressed to the same quality factor of the input JPEG image. Finally, the appropriateness of each dictionary is evaluated by measuring the RMSE between the compressed reconstructed patch and the original input patch. A Markov Random Field(MRF) is used to encode the neighboring compatibility [21, 22] :
where E D (l i ) is the data term which is evaluated by the RMSE between the reconstructed image patch with different dictionary label and the input image: Initial alpha mattes from [11] Ground Truth alpha mattes Figure 5 . Comparisons between single dictionary and multiple dictionaries. With our multiple dictionaries approach, hairy structures of matte can be better reconstructed.
Equation (9) can be solved using any standard MRF solver [21] . Figure 4 shows two examples of the dictionary selection results. Interestingly, although we do not explicitly model the statistics of different boundary structures, the reconstruction constraint selects the dictionary that agrees with the local structures of the image patch. Figure 5 shows the comparisons of the reconstructed alpha matte between single dictionary approach and multiple dictionaries approach.
Experimental results
Our approach is tested extensively using the following matting algorithms: closed-form matting [12] , KNN matting [3] , global sampling matting [8] , and learningbased matting [30] . The implementation of [12, 3, 30] were provided by the authors. We implemented [8] to produce results of sampling based method. Due to space limitation, only representative results are shown; additional results are provided in the supplemental materials. Training and testing examples are downloaded from www.alphamatting.com [18] with ground truth alpha mattes available. Closed-form matting [12] was applied to the uncompressed image and compressed image to produce the training example pairs 3 . Different dictionaries were learnt for different level of compression level. Examples were separated such that there was no overlap between training and testing examples. Figure 6 shows several results using different quality factors and matting methods. In each example, the initial extracted matte is used as input in our method. Details are then transferred based on our method. For each example, a composite is shown on a green background as well as the extracted matte. Selected zoomed-in regions are also shown, with the original result on top and our result on bottom. Zoomed-in regions show different object boundary structure, including sharp boundaries, and long and short hairs. The initial mattes all suffer from blurriness and blocky artifacts due to the input's JPEG compression. Applying our GT02 GT04 GT05 GT07 GT08 GT11 GT13 GT18 GT20 GT21 GT25 Table 1 . We compared RMSE between results of matting algorithms and their reconstructed alpha mattes by our algorithm. The unit is ×10 −3 . CFM, KNN, GSM, and LBM stand for closed-form matting [12] , KNN matting [3] , global sampling matting [8] , and learningbased matting [30] , respectively. Results are from images compressed using JPEG quality 9.
method clearly produces better defined boundaries and noticeably reduces the blocky artifacts.
In Figure 7 , the results are also compared to those obtained using a popular deblocking software, DeJPEG [24] and a popular denoising method, BM3D [5] . These are applied in two ways: in one case, we deblocked the JPEG image and then applied matting; in the other case, we applied matting to the JPEG image and applied deblocking to the alpha matte. The alpha mattes extracted from the pre-processed deblocked input images are blurry and have poorly defined boundaries. Interestingly, post-processing the extracted alpha mattes with the deblocking algorithm gives better results. It preserves the shape well and succeeds in removing the blocky compression artifacts to some degree. When compare the results quantitatively, our approach produces the best alpha mattes with the minimum RMSE as compared to the ground truth alpha mattes. Not only does our algorithm eliminates the JPEG compression artifacts, but also results in well defined boundaries of the target object.
We compute the RMSE from the initial alpha mattes and those after applying our detail transfer. Table 1 shows that our algorithm usually yields smaller RMSE than others except for the test cases GT4 and GT8. Upon carefully investigation, we found that both GT4 and GT8 contains very complicated long hair structures. Our results reconstructed the hairs with sharper details but does not fully align with the ground truth alpha mattes. Consequently, our results have higher RMSE due to the misalignment of the reconstructed details. This is not too surprising as RMSE does not always correspond to the best subjective result.
Finally, we apply our algorithm to images captured from cell phone cameras. A Samsung Galaxy S3 and an iPhone4S are chosen due to their popularity. Images are saved in the high quality using their default camera setting. We compare the original file size with the file size of images saved from Photoshop using different quality setting.
Images from both cell phone cameras have compressions quality between quality 10 and quality 11 but closer to quality 10. We therefore built the dictionaries using the quality 10 training examples. Figure 8 shows our results which apply to the alpha mattes extracted from the global sampling matting [8] and closed-form matting [12] with the original files from the cell phone cameras as input. Note that compression artifacts show up in the estimated alpha mattes but they are almost invisible in the original input images. Our approach can successfully refines the alpha mattes with better visual quality.
Discussion and conclusion
We have presented a method to refine alpha mattes from JPEG compressed images. While there is a previous work that targets matting for degraded image [13, 17] , as far as we are aware, this is the first work to seriously address the problem of compression artifacts on image matting. Our approach is akin to single image learning-based SR approaches that synthesize image detail based on a training set of high-quality and low-quality images. Our method works directly on the alpha mattes using three separate dictionaries to accommodate various boundary structures as well as a back-projection method to select the appropriate dictionary for detail transfer. Our method is able to improve the current state-of-the-art image matting results and preforms better than applying JPEG deblocking to the input or extracted mattes.
Our method focuses on DCT-based JPEG compression due to its popularity. We are interested in extending this scheme to the wavelet-based JPEG2000 compression scheme, however, implementation details such as patch size and patch overlap will need to be empirically evaluated. Another area of future work is to consider expanding the number of dictionaries to accommodate a wider variety of object structures in effort to further improve the results. Learning-based Matting(quality 7) Figure 6 . The first example is extracted by closed-form matting [12] (JPEG quality 9), the second example is extracted by KNN matting [3] (JPEG quality 7), the third example is extracted by Global sampling matting [8] (quality 5), and the final example is extracted by learningbased matting [30] (JPEG quality 7). In the zoomed-in areas, images on the top were produced using JPEG alpha mattes, and the middles are our reconstructed alpha mattes. The bottoms are the ground truth. Figure 7 . (a) JPEG (quality 7) input images, deblocked input images by DeJPEG [24] and BM3D [5] , and ground truth alpha mattes.
(b) Closed-form matting [12] , (c) KNN matting [3] , (d) Global sampling matting [8] , (e) learning-based matting [30] . In the example, from the top, alpha mattes of JPEG input images (the first row), alpha mattes of deblocked input images and deblocked alpha mattes as post-processing by DeJPEG (the second and third rows), and by BM3D (the fourth and fifth rows), and our reconstructed alpha mattes (the final row). The RMSE (The unit is ×10 −3 ) are shown in the small boxes. Results with minimum RMSE are highlighted. 
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